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ABSTRACT

» A pattern of the change from a phone

mic language to a syllabic one is establi-
shed (more-counting -+ isochrony --> con-
tact correlation .5. morphosyllabism) on
the basis of the evolution of Germanic

languages and dialects.

INTRODUCTIW

The phonological type of a language, as
it is understood here, depends upon the

smallest unit of phonological segmentati-

°no which in its turn, is determined by

the relationship of the syllable and nor-
Phone boundaries. In the languages where
these boundaries do not coincide and the

aInstalls-final consonants’mey becOme sy -
labia-initial (cf. Russ. pg; - 01a wi h
the marpheme boundary after‘l an e s l-
lable boundary after 2: 01- vs. o-la ,

units of segmentation less an a syIIa -

ble can be distinguished (i.e. phonemes).
In the languages where syllable and morph-

eme boundaries alw s coincide and sylla-

b1°(wnmrphemefif consonants do not be-

°°n° 3711ab1e-initial the smallest unit of
phonological segmentation is’a syllablel1l

T" types of languages immediatly follow

from this segmentation procedure, viz. pho-

basic and syllabic. One should remember
that the notion of s llable is different

in each type: while in the former it is

Pmly phonetic in the latter the sylla-

ble is a unit of both morphological and
Phonological level and should be termed

refer mo ho-syllable.

There is at rd cup: languages where

these two types 0 morphene - syllable bo-

posed relationships coexistng gig og-

9 name the languages c r-

relation of Zontact (or syllable out). The

0080 contact words are characterized here

by the rolations typical of phonemic lan-

suageg (of. Engl. reader with morpheme

b°und8ry after d and eyIlable boundary af-

ter the root vowel), while in close cone
tfist words the syllable boundary does not
aSparate the consonant from the preceding
vowel (cf. Engl. putting) inherent to syl-
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lable languages. ,
.The three types of languages however can

e resent three t as of the dev o
frgn a phonemic agguage to a syliibggent
one. The stages of this evolution can be
found in Gernanic languages with their

well documented history and deeply rooted

tradition of dialectology. ~

1. PHONEIIC STAGE: FROM [ORA-COUNTING TO
ISOCHRONY-

ill Old Germanic lang as had free qua-

ntitative oppggitigns ,‘vowels and conse-

nants (cvé, cv , cvc, cvc) which did not
depend upon the differences in segmentati-

On into syllables, i.e. the syllable boun-

dary could be after a vowel irrespective

of ts quantity as in Modern Estonian or

Lithuanian. Prosodic equivalence of one

long syllable to two short ones suggests

ethat in Old Germanic'languages the quan i-

gy;was basgg on more-counting, both CV .

C and CV being bi~moric.‘The situation.
is similar in some of the modern Swedish

and Norwegian dialects where "disyllabic

words play the same role in the sentence

rhythm as in Early Latin or Old Icelandic:

two short syllables being equal-to one

long"[2].
Host of the root norphemes in Old German-

ic languages were bi-moric. Aooording_tc

E.Haugen 75 per cent of Old Icelandic

stressed s llables (i.e. root morphenes)

were long i.e. bi-moric) [3]. fly own da-

ta show that the frequency of mono-noric

roots in Old Icelandic did not exceed 12

per cent. Toward the "middle" period nono-

moric roots in all Germanic languages we-

re ousted b bi-moric ones which resulted

in the lens hening of either, owels or

consonants in the original CV roots and

hence in the equal quantity of all root

morphemes (cv:e NCV00. The ousting of .

the remaining last mono-maria root signi-

fied the end of the more-counting. The

more-counting correlation transformed in-

to that of syllable length: the law of

syllable leveling by which a stressed syl-

lable is always long and consists either .

of a long vowel (plus a short consonant)
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lable languages. , J '

$233: 3%“ °€ ”“252: h3"°"°’ “nas es.o e
frgm a phonemic lagguage to a s§ii§3§§ent
one. The stages of this evolution can be
founddin Garzafiifiilgnguageg with their
we' ocumen e a cry an dee rooted
tradition of dialectology. ply

1. momma sues: ram IORL-COU'NTING ro
Isocmzomr .
All Old Germanic lang es'had free qua-

ntitative oppgzitigns ,‘vowels and conso-

nants (cvé, cv , cvc, cvc) which did not
depend upon the differences in segmentati-

On into syllables, i.e. the syllable boun-

dary could be after a vowel irrespective

of ts quantity as in Modern Estonian or

Lithuanian. Prosodic equivalence of one

long syllable to two short ones suggests

'that in Old Germanic'languages the quan i-

gz_was bass% on more-counting. both CV .

C and ct being bi-moric.‘The situation.
is similar in some of the modern Swedish

and Norwegian dialects where "disyllabic

words play the same role in the sentence

rhythm as in Early Latin or Old Icelandic:

two short syllables being equal-to one

10n8"[2].
Most of the root morphenes in Old German-

ic languages were bi-moric. Acoording_tc

E.Haugen 75 per cent of Old Icelandic

stressed s llables (i.e. root morphemes)

were long i.e. bi-moric) [3]. fly own da-

ta show that the frequency of mono-maria

roots in Old Icelandic did not exceed 12

per cent. Toward the "middle" period mono-
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re ousted b bi-moric ones which resulted

in the leng hening of either, owels or
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or a short vowel plus a long consonant

(or two consonants). Since long and short

vowels are possible before short and long

consonants respectively the length of each

particular phoneme becomes redundant. The

situation which may be for convenience's

sake termed isochrony was characteristic
of all West Germanic languages and of Da-

nish in the "middle" period of their his-

tory and is still characteristic of all
nodern'Scandinavian languages except Da-
nish [4.5].
The transition from more-counting to iso-

chrony has led in all Germanic languages

to numerous phonemic changes caused by
the elimination of quantitative opposi-

tions (quantity being replaced by quality:
- V> V’- V’). Moreover in Swedish and

Norwegian the establishment of isochrony

has resulted in the transformation of mo-

ric peak accents into syllable accents.

The change of more-counting to isochrony

does not mean a change in phonological ty-

polOgy for here too the syllable division

remains as it is in phonemic languages,

i.e. with syllable boundary after vowel

(cf. Swedish karra [ta— rs [6]).

2. TRANSITION: PROM ISOCHRONI TO THE COR-

RELATION 0? CONTACT

The next stage in the evolution of the

typology of Germanic languages comes when

t e relevance of the syl able boundary

becames established. This stage which re-

placed isochrony in all West Germanic lan-

guages and in Danish is characterised by

the opposition of two different syllable

divisions (of. Engl. pulling - pooli¥5,
Germ. Ratte - rate). n c ose con ac
words the syllatIe boundary does not se-

parate the postvOcalic (amorpheme-final)
consonant from the preceding vel. In

loose contact words the syllable boundary

separates the consonant from the preceding

vowel in disyllabic words. Two types of
contacts and two types of syllable morphe-

\ me boundary relationship are opposed here.

In Danish he establishment of relevant
syllable division was followed by the
transformation of syllable accents of Swe-

dish type intc the markers of contact.
Thus in addition to two types of contact

of West Germanic languages we have in Da-

nish two more types of contact (superclose

and superloose) effected through the Da-

nish stpd. The superclose contact is pecu-

liar to the words with the stfid on a con-

sonant (of. Dan. falder [fal'-er] )while

the superloose one to the words with the

stfid on a vowel (cf. huset [hu’-sodJ) [7].
The superclose contact in CVCV words pro-

vides for a complete coincidence of syl-
lable and morpheme boundaries.

Whithin the framework of the correlation

of contact there are syntagmatic c es

that result in the increased number 0
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words with coinciding syllable and morphe-
me boundaries which is especially notice-
ble in English, Low German and Dutch and
in still greater degree in Danish with
its stsd on a consonant (superclose con-
tact). According to L.Brink and J.Lund[8 1
most frequent changes thatoccurredin,sta-
ndard Danish over the past hundred ears
were the vowel shortening and the s t of
the sted, the latter being the change from
the sugerloose contact to the superclose
one. T e alternations like Danish brev -
brevet bre’v3c° [breu'] vs. [bre'tEETZo
[treu'o reflect various stages of the
process leading to the coincidence of the
morpheme and syllable b undariea the
forms [breu’] - [breu'e dominating in
the contemporary usage. In the languages

with the correlation of contact the coin-

cidence of the boundaries and close con-

tact have resulted in the monOphonemiza-
tion of all combinations of vowel plus

consonant type which can not be separated

by either syllable nor morpheme division,

including the combination of vels and

velar nasal. The words like English.h§gg

and Danish hse should be regarded there-

fore as e le morpho-syllables for

there is no linguistic procedure of sepa-

rating the vowels in these words both

from the preceding and the following con-

sonan e

3. S llabic stage: FRO! TEE C(RRELATIOH

OF C ACT TO HGRPBOHSIIIABIE

This change is exemplified b the Danish
dialects of Jutland (especi ly West and
South Jutlandic). The number of monosyl-
lables has increased here due to the apo-
cope and the shifting of the postpositio-
nal definite article to the preposition
(of. West Jutlandic [a hu’s] [c.kucna -
Standard Danish huset konen). As far back
to the XVIII centfifif'tht'fltst students
of the South Jutlandic observed that
words here are so shortened to look like
ure roots" [9]. However the apocope
he shifting of the definite article did

not lead to the complete elimination of
unstressed suffixal mo hemes. The Jutlan-

dic have retained [014 010 which is the
formant of verbs and substantives and the

formant of past participle [9nJ. However.
in most of the forms mentioned root vowel
shortening and shifting of the stnd have
taken place which resulted in the coinoi'
dence of the s llable and mo heme boun-

daries (cf. Ju landic [dielJ- daal’elo
[gri'v];[griu'9], [kuona-[kwonel [ei"
am . [roi on] Standard Danish dale-dolor.

——-

ribe- riber kone-koner past part c P 95
of the verte'b He and ’ e). In some Jut'

landic dialects even [9 a [or] can be
apocopated (cf. [fry's], [sgen’]. [kVODU '
fgzger, skinner koner[1b]). The predomi-
nance of oEE in'tEIEh the s llable and
morpheme boundaries coincide as caused
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the shifting of the syllable boundary in

the remaining few disyllabic words th

long root vowels (the frequency of such

words in dialectal texts does not exceed

2 per cent). In his description of the di-

alect of Baerre B.Hielsen points out that

here no syllable-initial consonants are

possible in unstressed syllables and a

long root vowel does not prevent from the

coincidence of syllable and morphsme boun-

daries (i.e. the words of CY‘CV or even

CV?CCV types have both boundaries after

the last consonant of the root morpheme:

CV‘C-V, CV‘Cc-V) [11]. It should be no-

ted here that consonants after long vo-

wels are not syllable-initial in the syl‘

labic languages of South East Asia (e.g.

in Yiet-Namese).
The coincidence of s llable and morpheme

boundaries in the Ju landic dialects has

led to the elimination of the correlation

of contact and to the change of the pho-

nological type of the dialects.

This change has in its turn caused the

change of the function of the stpd and

the length which are no longer syllable

division (and contact) markers but super-

aogmental features corresponding to the

tones of syllabic languages of the Chine-

Se type. Accordingly the dynamic quality

at the stpd so important for implementing

the type of contact and syllable division

are less prominent in the syllabic Jut-

landic dialects. In the apocope area ei-

ther a so called weak stsd (with domina-

ting tonal component) or solely tonal mo-

vement (as in South Jutland) exist. The

ousting of the stsd by the tone is especi-

conspicuous in thoae apocopating di-

alects that have retained the postpositi-

onal article (e.g. in Himmerland). The

monosyllables here are characterised by

redominently tonal distinctions (cf.

bl‘lJ with rising-falling tonal movement,

Standard Danish bil vs. [bi‘lJ bile) while

the dissyllables'five retained the strong

Btfid (i.e. glottal stop) - (cf. [bi 19nJ

bilen) which is a marker of syllable di-

ttsion [12]. In some of the South Jutlan-

-dic dialects the stfid and its absence are

alre ousted b tonal distinctions.

Tonegdin Danish dialects are believed to

reflect an archaic stage, due to their

Similarity with the Swedish and Norwegian

accents [13]. Hewever the data from the

dialects of Himmerland and Fyn where the

Process of ousting is a living one show

that tonal distinctions here are seconda-

IV as compared to the markers of contact

(the stnd and its absence). Even in those

dialocts where the stfid retains some dy-

namic features the coincidence of sylla-

ble and morpheme boundaries testifies _

that it should be regarded as a tone fun

itionally similar to that of syllabic

es of Asia.

Tagggigferent value of the stpd, the d

1°38th. and the tone in apocopating an

non-apocopating Danish dialects was quite
clear to P.Andersen who noted that "the
phonological function of the length, the
stsd, and the tone in Jutlandic differs
from that of island dialects. The stsd in
island dialects is a marker of a particu-
lar s llable structure, while in Jutlan-
dic i manifests relevant tonemcs or ac-
cents (or probabl even honemes!)“[141.
Different combina ions o_ the length and
the sted (or tonal movements) in sylla-
bic Danish dialects are responsible for

five types of syllables (aroot morphemes)
traditionally termed as tones,Dan. tone-
hold: CVO, GV'C, CV’C, CYC', CVC’. It is
by no means a coincidence that the term

tone (tonehold) was coined by the promi-
nent Danish scholar of the XVIII. century
J.P.H¢ysgaard who was of Jutlandic origin.
In the syllabic languages of the South

East Asia the number of tonal oppositions

depends on the quali of vocalic and con-
sonantal elements of he s llsble. This is

Just the case with the Jut andic dialects

where all five tones can occur only in the
inviroment of vowel+sonorant, while in the

vowel+obstruent position only two types of

tones (West Jutlandic stnd and its absence)

are available. These two tones correspond

to so called entering tones of the sylla-

bic languages of Asia.

The similarity between the syllabic langu-

ages of Asia and the syllabic Jutlandic

dialects is not solely confined to the co-

incidence of the syllable and morpheme bo-

undaries and to the similar function of

prosodic features. The qualitative struc-

ture of a syllable in Jutlandic tends to

be the same as in the s llabic languages

of Asia which is eviden from the more

intimate juncture of vocalic and consonan-

tal components of a syllable as well as

the qualitative and quantitative differe-

ntiation of its initial and final compo-

nents. At the same time Jutlandic differs

considerably from modern syllabic Asiatic

languages. The syllabic dialects of Jut-

land are characterised by prosodic and/or

ualitative morphcnological alternations

[hu’s] - [hu's] or [ hu's] - ; hu s] ,

Standard Danish £25 - huse, [son 1 - [say 1

or [ ab '1 - L s ingiggg - ).

Though many or g we ,yarbs the

dental suffix is lostd of. [van % ’[sgeia

v’a'n’) vaenne, vaenne e - vaenne ,

Esgei’] sEedte - sEeafifl—it remains'

some verSEI—Itrms (ct. West Jutlandic

[lokJ - [10?k3 - [lot] - [lo?t] luk, luk-

ke, lukkede lukket or [glhm’] -7I§ m -

- l e de

‘3' ‘“ W ' L%Br§§%aaé8
giggt). The frequency of she

no exceed 2 per cent , but the sheer

fact of their existence may be regarded

as the evidence of phonemic segmentation.

However, the syllable-final [t] in Jutlan-

dic does not convert into syllable-initi-

al one and this fact does not allow us to
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or a short vowel plus a long consonant

(or two consonants). Since long and short
vowels are possible before short and long
consonants respectively the length of each
particular phoneme becomes redundant. The

situation which may be for convenience's
sake termed isochrony was characteristic
of all West Germanic languages and of Da-

nish in the "middle" period of their his-

tory and is still characteristic of all
nodern'Scandinavian languages except Da-
nish [4.5].
The transition from more-counting to iso-
chrony has led in all Germanic languages

to numerous phonemic changes caused by
the elimination of quantitative opposi-

tions (quantity being replaced by quality:
- V> V’- V’). Moreover in Swedish and

Norwegian the establishment of isochrony

has resulted in the transformation of mo-

ric peak accents into syllable accents.

The change of more-counting to isochrony

does not mean a change in phonological ty-

polOgy for here too the syllable division

remains as it is in phonemic languages,

i.e. with syllable boundary after vowel
(cf. Swedish karra [ta— rs [6]).

2. TRANSITION: PROM ISOCHRONI TO THE COR-

RELATION 0? CONTACT

The next stage in the evolution of the

typology of Germanic languages comes when

t e relevance of the syl able boundary

becames established. This stage which re-

placed isochrony in all West Germanic lan-

guages and in Danish is characterised by

Zhgiopposiftgn §is§wo fiiiferent syllable
i sions . . E ins - poo i%5,

Germ. Ratte - rate). n c ose con ac
words the syllatIe boundary does not se-

parate the postvOcalic (amorpheme-final)
consonant from the preceding vel. In

loose contact words the syllable boundary
separates the consonant from the preceding

vowel in disyllabic words. Two types of
contacts and two types of syllable morphe-

\ me boundary relationship are opposed here.
In Danish he establishment of relevant
syllable division was followed by the
transformation of syllable accents of Swe-
dish type intc the markers of contact.
Thus in addition to two types of contact

of West Germanic languages we have in Da-

nish two more types of contact (superclose

and superloose) effected through the Da-
nish stpd. The superclose contact is pecu-
liar to the words with the stfid on a con-

sonant (of. Dan. falder [fal'-er] )while
the superloose one to the words with the

stfid on a vowel (cf. huset [hu’-sodJ) [7].
The superclose contact in CVCV words pro-

vides for a complete coincidence of syl-
lable and morpheme boundaries.

Whithin the framework of the correlation

of contact there are syntagmatic c es

that result in the increased number 0
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words with coinciding syllable and morphe-
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most frequent changes thatoccurredin,sta-
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the sted, the latter being the change from
the sugerloose contact to the superclose
one. T e alternations like Danish brev -
brevet bre’v3c° [breu'] vs. [bre'tEETZo
[treu'o reflect various stages of the
process leading to the coincidence of the
morpheme and syllable b undariea the
forms [breu’] - [breu'e dominating in
the contemporary usage. In the languages

with the correlation of contact the coin-

cidence of the boundaries and close con-

tact have resulted in the monOphonemiza-
tion of all combinations of vowel plus

consonant type which can not be separated

by either syllable nor morpheme division,

including the combination of vels and

velar nasal. The words like English.h§gg
and Danish hse should be regarded there-

fore as e le morpho-syllables for
there is no linguistic procedure of sepa-
rating the vowels in these words both

from the preceding and the f0110wing con-
sonan e

3. S llabic stage: FRO! TEE C(RRELATIOH

OF C ACT TO HGRPBOHSIIIABIE

This change is exemplified b the Danish
dialects of Jutland (especi ly West and
South Jutlandic). The number of monosyl-
lables has increased here due to the apo-
cope and the shifting of the postpositio-
nal definite article to the preposition
(of. West Jutlandic [a hu’s] [c.kucna -
Standard Danish huset konen). As far back
to the XVIII centfifif'tht'fltst students
of the South Jutlandic observed that
words here are so shortened to look like
ure roots" [9]. However the apocope
he shifting of the definite article did

not lead to the complete elimination of
unstressed suffixal mo hemes. The Jutlan-

dic have retained [014 010 which is the
formant of verbs and substantives and the

formant of past participle [9nJ. However.
in most of the forms mentioned root vowel
shortening and shifting of the stnd have
taken place which resulted in the coinoi'
dence of the s llable and mo heme boun-
daries (cf. Ju landic [dielJ- daal’elo
[gri'v]-[griu'9], [kuona-[kwoneli [ei"

9 eenJ. [:31 11] Standard Danish de -delern
ribe- riber kone-koner past part c P 95

of the verte'b 3e and ’ e). In some Jut'

landic dialects even [9 a [or] can be
apocopated (cf. [fry's], [sgen’]. [kVODU '
fgzger, skinner koner[1b]). The predomi-
nance of oEE in'tEIEh the s llable and
morpheme boundaries coincide as caused
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the shifting of the syllable boundary in

the remaining few disyllabic words th

long root vowels (the frequency of such

words in dialectal texts does not exceed

2 per cent). In his description of the di-

alect of Baerre B.Hielsen points out that

here no syllable-initial consonants are

possible in unstressed syllables and a

long root vowel does not prevent from the

coincidence of syllable and morphsme boun-

daries (i.e. the words of CY‘CV or even

CV?CCV types have both boundaries after

the last consonant of the root morpheme:

CV‘C-V, CV‘Cc-V) [11]. It should be no-

ted here that consonants after long vo-

wels are not syllable-initial in the syl‘

labic languages of South East Asia (e.g.

in Yiet-Namese).
The coincidence of s llable and morpheme

boundaries in the Ju landic dialects has

led to the elimination of the correlation

of contact and to the change of the pho-

nological type of the dialects.

This change has in its turn caused the

change of the function of the stpd and

the length which are no longer syllable

division (and contact) markers but super-

aogmental features corresponding to the

tones of syllabic languages of the Chine-

Se type. Accordingly the dynamic quality

at the stpd so important for implementing

the type of contact and syllable division

are less prominent in the syllabic Jut-

landic dialects. In the apocope area ei-

ther a so called weak stsd (with domina-

ting tonal component) or solely tonal mo-

vement (as in South Jutland) exist. The

ousting of the stsd by the tone is especi-

conspicuous in thoae apocopating di-

alects that have retained the postpositi-

onal article (e.g. in Himmerland). The

monosyllables here are characterised by

redominently tonal distinctions (cf.

bl‘lJ with rising-falling tonal movement,

Standard Danish bil vs. [bi‘lJ bile) while

the dissyllables'five retained the strong

Btfid (i.e. glottal stop) - (of. [bi 1°nJ

bilen) which is a marker of syllable di-

ttsion [12]. In some of the South Jutlan-

-dic dialects the stfid and its absence are

alre ousted b tonal distinctions.

Tonegdin Danish dialects are believed to

reflect an archaic stage, due to their

Similarity with the Swedish and Norwegian

accents [13]. Hewever the data from the

dialects of Himmerland and Fyn where the

Process of ousting is a living one show

that tonal distinctions here are seconda-

IV as compared to the markers of contact

(the stbd and its absence). Even in those

dialocts where the stfid retains some dy-

namic features the coincidence of sylla-

ble and morpheme boundaries testifies _

that it should be regarded as a tone fun

ctionally similar to that of syllabic

es of Asia.

Tagggigferent value of the stfid, the d

1°38th. and the tone in apocopating an

non-apocopating Danish dialects was quite
clear to P.Andersen who noted that "the
phonological function of the length, the
stfid, and the tone in Jutlandic differs
from that of island dialects. The stsd in
island dialects is a marker of a particu-
lar s llable structure, while in Jutlan-
dic i manifests relevant tonemcs or ac-
cents (or probabl even honemes!)“[14].
Different combina ions o_ the length and
the sted (or tonal movements) in sylla-
bic Danish dialects are responsible for

five types of syllables (aroot morphemes)
traditionally termed as tones,Dan. tone-
hold: CVC, GV'C, CV’C, CYC', CVC’. It is
by no means a coincidence that the term

tone (tonehold) was coined by the promi-
nent Danish scholar of the XVIII. century
J.P.H¢ysgaard who was of Jutlandic origin.
In the syllabic languages of the South

East Asia the number of tonal oppositions

depends on the quali of vocalic and con-
sonantal elements of he s liable. This is

Just the case with the Jut andic dialects

where all five tones can occur only in the
inviroment of vowel+sonorant, while in the

vowel+obstruent position only two types of

tones (West Jutlandic stnd and its absence)
are available. These two tones correspond

to so called entering tones of the sylla-
bic languages of Asia.

The similarity between the syllabic langu-

ages of Asia and the syllabic Jutlandic

dialects is not solely confined to the co-

incidence of the syllable and morpheme bo-

undaries and to the similar function of

prosodic features. The qualitative struc-

ture of a syllable in Jutlandic tends to

be the same as in the s llabic languages

of Asia which is eviden from the more

intimate juncture of vocalic and consonan-

tal components of a syllable as well as

the qualitative and quantitative differe-

ntiation of its initial and final compo-

nents. At the same time Jutlandic differs

considerably from modern syllabic Asiatic

languages. The syllabic dialects of Jut-

land are characterised by prosodic and/or

ualitative morphcnological alternations

[hu’s] - [hu's] or [ hu's] - i hu s] ,

Standard Danish hus - huse, [son 1 - [say 1
.. -_,
0 ° - s 1 s e - ).

gioagg Juan; or ginilgs'weafi,yerbs the

dental suffix is lost of. [van'] -

[vin’] vaenne, vaennede - vaennet, [sgei]

s ei' s e e - sEeafifl—it remains
£030 vir orms (ct. West Jutlandic

[lokJ - [10?k3 - [lot] - [lo?t] luk, luk-

‘1‘35 Her—mm nearer?" '55s; -
m ' 8 o e, 9

E§%Et)' The frequency of suc orms oes

no exceed 2 per cent , but the sheer

fact of their existence may be regarded

as the evidence of phonemic segmentation.

However, the syllable-final [t] in Jutlan-

dic does not convert into syllable-initi-

al one and this fact does not allow us to
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regard [t] here as a separate phoneme. In
such forms as {lot} and [slfimt] the mor-
phological meaning is indicated by the al-
ternations of the indivisible moroho-syl-
lybles rather than by the phoneme It].
In phonemic languages the morphological
meaning can be signified by a distinctive
feature (of. such morphonological alter-
nations as garsun - garsuin in Irish or
lup -1upi in Rumanian). In the same way
Ii*the syllabic languages a morphological
meaning can be indicated b a distinctive
feature of the phonologic 1y indivisible
morpho-syllable (its vocalic or consonan-
tal component). Though modern syllabic
languages of Asia hate now only few exam-
ples of morphonological alternations a
great number of facultative variants of
morpho-syllables here may hate resulted
from the similar morphophonemic alterna-
tions at the early stage of their deve-
lopment [15]. , A K

CONCLUSION ’

To sum up, the evolution of Germanic lan-
guages and dialects provides a pattern of
the change from a phonemic language to a
syllabic one. The pattern involves four
stagesz'morarcounting, isochrony, contact
correlation and morpho-syllabism that can
be exemplified by modern Danish dialects.
This pattern may contribute to foreseeing
some trends and shifts that can take place
in the Germanic languages (it may be sug-
gested that the next stage in the evolu-
tion of Swedish and Norwegian isochrony is
the correlation of contact, while in West
Germanic languages and in Standard Danish .
thsacorrelation:of”contact is to be fol-.‘
alowed by'morpho-syllabism). The same pat- :
tern caae.emp10yed for the reconstruc- P»
'tion of changes that havo.occurred in the"m»

gsyllabic’languages~of~various,families.2.iJ'
' While more-counting and isochrony may har-1
, dly be consudered as obligatOry stages in :L

the languages'other than. ermanic, the
correlation>of contacttseems:to be indis-
peggable as the predecessor of.morpho-syl-

a an. -:':, .g .s . ‘w> x.
t
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